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LETTER FROM THE RESEARCH TEAM

We are pleased to present the 8th annual CEIBS China Business Survey. 

We want to sincerely thank all of the executives working in China who have participated in 
this survey for their time and valuable contribution. In particular we thank the CEIBS alumni 
community and current students who have given their support to this research. Our gratitude is 
also extended to the various Swiss organizations in China and its affiliated companies: Swiss 
Centers China, China Integrated, The Embassy of Switzerland in Beijing, Swissnex China, Swiss 
GlobalEnterprise, SwissCham.

We also acknowledge the financial support from CEIBS Research Fund, support from the alumni, 
MBA, EMBA, FMBA and Executive Education offices at CEIBS, and the many friends that helped 
us with their network. We are grateful to all of them.

Top management executives and also functional experts have given us a very valuable and rich 
perspective of the situation of their businesses in China in 2017 and their expectations for 2018 
and the future. 

The 2018 CEIBS Business in China Survey was completed by 699 executives between November 
and December 2017, with 440 from Chinese companies and 259 from foreign companies. 
Among them were 323 CEOs, GMs, and company owners; 213 Vice Presidents, Deputy General 
Managers or Directors. The rest represented all the remaining business functions: HR, Finance, 
Marketing, Sales, Operations and Research & Development. Of the respondents, 83% are from 
the Chinese mainland, 2% from Taiwan, Hong Kong or Macao, and 15% from other countries. 
46% of the total sample has more than 20 years of work experience. The firms they work for 
are both Chinese owned (63% of them) and foreign owned (37%). This broad and experienced 
sample added rich and valuable perspectives to the survey.
 

Figure 1 - What is your position in the company? n= 699
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Special topic

ChinA’s DigitAl Revolution

Manufacturing companies dominated Fortune Magazine’s first list of the 500 most profitable US 
companies in 1956; in stark contrast the latest ranking in 2018 is dominated by internet companies. 
The digital revolution is clearly transforming the way the whole world does business. 

A natural effect of this revolution is that businesses, and sometimes entire industries, are becoming 
obsolete as new players emerge. This is what led Austrian economist Joseph Schumpeter 
(1883–1950) to coin the term ‘creative destruction’ to describe how creativity is at the heart of 
market economies, where innovations make traditional companies obsolete. It all began with the 
Industrial Revolution in the UK, in the 18th century, which included James Watt’s invention of the 
steam engine in 1769. That revolution transformed the world; while some countries prospered, 
others lagged behind. We are now in the midst of another revolution, the digital. 

This digital revolution started in the 1980s with Tim Berners-Lee’s creation of the World Wide 
Web and in less than 30 years the internet has made a profound impact on the world economy. 
China has been a particularly interesting case. The opening up of the Chinese economy under 
the leadership of Deng Xiaoping in the late 1970s, dovetailed with the creation of the World 
Wide Web. Since then, China has experienced both revolutions – industrial and digital – almost 
simultaneously. Whereas it took the West almost 300 years to implement all the changes that 
resulted from the industrial revolution, China did it in less than three decades, transforming itself 
from an underdeveloped country into one of the largest economies in the world. The pace of 
China’s Digital Revolution has been even faster. The country is becoming a leading force in the 
world’s digital transformation, which is creating a new driver for the Chinese economy.

 tim Berners-Lee, inVentor oF the WorD WiDe WeB2James Watt, inVentor oF the steam engine1

1 http://www.bbc.co.uk/history/historic_figures/images/watt_james.jpg 
2 https://www.journaldugeek.com/wp-content/blogs.dir/1/files/2016/06/surveillance_tim_berners_lee_www.jpg
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Special topic

In a McKinsey Global Institute discussion paper3 comparing 2005 and 2016 retail e-commerce 
transaction values worldwide, China’s numbers went from miniscule in 2005 to representing 
42.4% of the world’s transactions in 2016. In terms of mobile payments, China is by far the 
largest user on the planet, with 11 times the number of users in the United States. 

china’s retaiL e-commerce4

Another example is FinTech, the application of digital technology in China’s financial industry. 
An EY report about FinTech adoption in 20175 shows that China has 69% of its digitally active 
consumers using FinTech. This is the highest adoption rate in the world, more than double the 
33% average adoption rate across the 20 markets studied. This is also reflected in the funds 
venture capitalists invest in digital start-ups: China is one of the leading countries.

3 “China's Digital Economy, a Leading Global Force", McKinsey Global Institute discussion paper, August 2017.
4 “China's Digital Economy, a Leading Global Force", McKinsey Global Institute discussion paper, August 2017.
5 “EY FinTech Adoption Index 2017. The rapid emergence of FinTech" ey.com/fs.
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Fintech aDoption rates across 20 markets6

Given the Digital Revolution’s impact on how Chinese companies do business, we decided to 
include a few questions in our annual CEIBS China Business Survey, to better understand what 
companies are doing and plan to do in the future.

view from China 

Out of our sample of 699 executives, 82% declared that their companies have already adopted 
digital technologies or plan to adopt them in the near future (72% have adopted, 10% plans 
to adopt soon). This data is consistent with Chinese consumers’ high rate of adoption of 
digital technologies. Moreover, companies currently using digital technologies all agree on the 
importance of digitalization for the success of their business, regardless of the industry where 
they operate, their size or type. 

Most of the companies, adopters of such technologies, say digitalization helps them improve 
efficiency (90% of Chinese firms, 83% of foreign firms). Cost optimization comes in second 
place, mentioned by 57% of companies. A lower percentage of companies, 22% of Chinese 
firms and 29% of foreign ones, cite a boost in revenue as an advantage of digitalization. 

8   |   EY FinTech Adoption Index 2017

 

 

Figure 1: FinTech adoption rates across our 20 markets

6 EY FinTech Adoption Index 2017. The rapid emergence of FinTech” ey.com/fs.

Special topic
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hoW Does inVesting in DigitaL technoLogy heLp your Business?

haVe you aDopteD DigitaL technoLogies in your company? 
aLL sampLe, n=608

Despite the high level of adoption across the whole sample, the level of digitalization varies 
across industries. Unsurprisingly, Technology & Telecommunications is the industry showing the 
highest rate of adoption, accounting for 92% of the total sample. Energy and Industrials are on 
the lower side of the spectrum with adoption rates of 69% and 61% respectively. This effect is 
seen in our total sample as well as for Chinese-owned firms only.

Special topic
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haVe you aDopteD DigitaL technoLogies in your company? 
chinese Firms onLy, n=374

in Which area oF your company haVe you aDopteD DigitaL technoLogies?

The impact of digitalization also depends on the function within the firm. Marketing & Advertising 
is the area where most of the sampled firms use digital technologies (53% of Chinese firms and 
70% of foreign firms), followed by Finance, Sales and Manufacturing & Distribution. Human 
Resources is the area with lowest penetration rate at 24% of Chinese firms and 25% of foreign 
firms. 

The chart below shows the differences, by industry, in the areas where these companies adopt 
digital technologies. Several clear differences emerge that can be explained by the specificities 
of the industry. For example, adoption of digital technologies in the finance department 
is seen more often for firms in the Finance or Basic Materials sectors. Digitalization in the 
Marketing & Advertising department is highest for firms in the Consumer sector, Technology & 
Telecommunications and Healthcare.

Special topic
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By inDustry: in Which area oF your company haVe you aDopteD DigitaL technoLogies?

Which oF these technoLogies Do you use in your company?

We also asked our sample about the type of digital technologies they use. Chinese companies 
mostly select the areas of Big Data (63% of companies), followed by E-commerce platforms and 
Social Media (50% and 41% of them respectively). Foreign firms show a strong preference for 
the use of Social Media (64% of companies), followed by Big Data and E-commerce (48% of 
firms).

Special topic
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how to maximize digital technology 

Chinese consumers are some of the most enthusiastic adopters of digital technologies in the 
world. Moreover, companies in China are adopting this technology which is helping them improve 
efficiency and reduce costs. However, it is not often easy for a traditional company to start on 
the path towards digital transformation. But there are some key factors that can go a long way 
towards successfully adopting digital technologies in organizations:

the three eLements oF DigitaL transFormation

Technology

Leadership Organization

Digital
Transformation

technology: Keeping up with and, more importantly, leveraging the latest technology will be 
one of the biggest challenges of the Digital Revolution. A few years ago, it was all about 3G and 
Big Data. Today we are talking about 5G and how to interpret the mounds of data that is literally 
at our fingertips. Conversations routinely touch on topics such as the Internet of Things (IOT), 
Virtual and Augmented Reality (VR and AR), Artificial Intelligence (AI) and how all of these will 
impact the way we live and work.

organization: Today’s organizations need to be agile and able to quickly respond to changes in 
an ever-evolving environment, and in their client base. They must be connected to the market, 
extremely skilled at listening to their customers, and always ready to adopt the digital tools 
their businesses need to thrive. With today’s Digital Revolution, success hinges on creativity, a 
proactive attitude, and specific skills adapted to the needs and conditions of the digital world. 
Employees need to have big ideas and propose workable solutions, not just wait for instructions 
on what to do. The national education system must be adapted to the new technology as well 
as to today’s increasingly tech-savvy youngsters. At the same time companies must provide 
more mature employees with the training needed for them to acquire the necessary skills, as 
well as establish internal processes that foster creativity and initiative taking. These initiatives are 
increasingly important as questions arise about which skills or positions will be made obsolete 
with even greater breakthroughs in AI and robotics. 

Special topic
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leadership: Today’s leaders – and those of the immediate future – will face the huge challenge 
of being at the helm of organizations where many of those they lead know a lot more about the 
digital age than they do. A healthy dose of humility will help them remain effective and respected. 
So too will having an open minded and willingness to learn from others, even if their teachers are 
younger or have less seniority within the company. 

The digital revolution is here to stay. It is transforming the way we do business and it is 
transforming customer expectations. Organizations and individuals need to adapt fast if they 
want to be among the winners.

Special topic
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innovation in china

section 1

DESCRipTiON OF THE COMpANiES 
pARTiCipATiNg

This section details the following information about the companies that have participated in the 8th 
edition of the CEIBS China Business Survey
 
n Type of ownership (Chinese or foreign), business sector, industry and type of activity
n Location of Global Headquarters 
n Degree of internationalization
n Number of employees in China and globally
n Revenue level in China
n Legal form in China 
n Years of operation

The purpose of the section is to give a general overview of the type of companies that took part in the 
survey. This information helps clarify the scope of the survey and provides background to interpret 
survey results.
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Section 1: DeScription of the companieS participating

7 Including Chinese controlled Joint Ventures

A total of 699 companies operating in China have participated in the 2018 edition of the CEIBS 
China Business Survey. This sample of businesses includes 440 (63%) Chinese owned companies 
(i.e. with 50% or more Chinese ownership)7 and 259 (37%) foreign-owned companies (i.e. with 
more than 50% foreign ownership).

In terms of business activity, the sample is well balanced with 43% of firms having their main 
activity in manufacturing and 57% in services. 75% of the total sample of firms are B2B 
companies, having other businesses as main clients, while 25% are B2C companies, offering 
products and services directly to consumers.

The industries represented are varied, topped by industrial products and services (185 firms, 
27% of total sample), consumer goods and services (167 firms, 24%), Financials (146 firms, 
21%), Technology and Telecommunications (69 firms, 10%), Healthcare (51 firms, 7%), Energy 
(38 firms, 5%), and Basic Materials like chemicals, forestry and mining (31 firms, 4%). We 
observe a considerably larger presence of financial companies within the Chinese-owned 
firms of our sample (28% versus 9% of foreign firms), a consequence of existing regulations 
limiting or constraining foreign investment in the sector. Foreign-owned firms are markedly more 
represented in “Industrials” with 39% of them vs. 19% of Chinese-owned firms in the industry.

Figure 2 - What is the main inDustry Where your company operates? 

In terms of market position, the firms surveyed operate mostly in the mid and high ends of 
the market. According to survey answers, 280 firms (54%) in our sample operate mainly in the 
premium segment, another 223 (43%) in the middle segment and only 19 (3%) in the low-end 
of the market. Moreover, 167 companies (32%) identify themselves as market leaders for their 
main business line and 213 (41%) consider themselves to be in the Top 5. When splitting by type 
of company ownership, we do observe a considerable difference in market positioning between 
the two groups with 75% of foreign companies in the sample in the premium segment vs. a lower 
42% of Chinese-owned firms. Inversely, 53% of Chinese-owned firms operate in the middle 
segment of the market, while 24% of foreign-owned do so. 

The location of their Global headquarters is shown in the following map:
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Section 1: DeScription of the companieS participating

8 According to China official definition companies with more than 300 million RMB are considered large.

Figure 3 - Where are your gLoBaL heaDquarters LocateD? n=699

In 2017, participating companies generated collective revenue of more than 400 billion RMB and 
were employing more than 4.6 million people in China alone.

Of all the participating companies, 60% of the Chinese-owned firms and 65% of the foreign-
owned firms surveyed are considered large8. 

Figure 4 - What are your company’s totaL saLes in china in 2017?

The sample of companies varies widely in size, ranging from companies with less than 10 
employees in China to those with more than 50,000. Surveyed Chinese firms tend to be larger 
than foreign ones with, on average, 4,600 employees in China or more, compared to 2,600 
employees or more for foreign-owned firms. Moreover, 38% of foreign-owned firms surveyed 
have fewer than 50 employees versus only 17% of Chinese firms.
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Section 1: DeScription of the companieS participating

Figure 5 - hoW many empLoyees Does your company haVe in china?

Figure 6 - Where Does your company haVe operations?

In China
and

abroad
75%

Only in
China
25%

Chinese firms (N=457) Foreign firms (N=261)

In China
and

abroad
38%

Only in
China
62%

38% of the Chinese owned firms in our sample have operations abroad too. And although 75% 
of foreign firms in our sample are international, there is a non-negligible 25% of foreign owned 
firms that only operate in China. These are foreign entrepreneurs who have started their business 
ventures in China.

The internalization of Chinese firms is a development that has been captured in our survey 
over the past years. The following charts show the evolution of interest in overseas expansion 
for sampled Chinese firms in the past five years, as well as the differences in their preferred 
geographies for expansion.
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Section 1: DeScription of the companieS participating

Figure 9 - Firms With internationaL operations- hoW many empLoyees 
Does your company haVe gLoBaLLy?

Within the surveyed companies that operate both in China and abroad, Chinese-owned ones are 
overall larger in their global operations than foreign-owned firms. 45% of the surveyed Chinese 
companies with international operations have more than 10,000 employees globally vs. 31% of 
their foreign-owned counterparts. 

Figure 7 - hoW important is oVerseas eXpansion to your company?

Figure 8 - Where outsiDe oF china Do you pLan to inVest in the neXt 3 years? 
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Section 1: DeScription of the companieS participating

Figure 11 - When Was your company estaBLisheD in china? 

Most of the Chinese private companies in our sample (89%) have been established after 1990 
following the economic reforms initiatiated by Deng Xiaoping in the late 1980s and early 1990s, 
which triggered a remarkable growth of the private sector. In contrast, 44% of the SOEs in our 
sample were established before 1990. 

Figure 10 - What is the LegaL status in china oF the company your Work For? 
n=669

Chinese Private 

Chinese SOE

WFOE

JV

RO / Branch

No Company in China

Other

22 19 19

53

183

63

340

49% of surveyed companies are Chinese privately owned or private-holding companies and 9% 
are state-owned or state-holding enterprises. Joint Ventures (JV) constitute 8% of the sample, 
with different levels of Chinese and foreign ownership. Most of the foreign-owned companies 
are Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprises (WFOE, 26% of total sample), with Representative Offices 
(RO) and Branches of foreign companies making up the rest.
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section 2

BuSiNESS iNDiCES

This section presents four Indices:
n Two Business Performance Indices that measure performance variation compared to the previous 

year, and expected performance for the next year. They are based on sales revenue and profit 
growth, realized and expected.

n Two Business Confidence Indices give reading on the optimism and confidence in business results 
declared by respondents.

Business Performance Indices are:
n Current Performance Index (CPI)
n Expected Performance Index (EPI)

These two directional indices were introduced in the 2013 report to measure variation in both the 
current and the expected performance of the surveyed companies. Each index (ranging from 0 to 100) is 
constructed similarly to the well-known Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI): an index reading of 50 means 
that performance is unchanged compared to previous year, a number over 50 indicates an improvement 
while anything below 50 suggests a decline. The further away from 50 the index is, the stronger the 
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9 INDEX = (P1*1) + (P2*0.75) + (P3*0.5) + (P4*0.25) + (P5*0)
P1 = Percentage number of answers that reported a substantial improvement.
P2 = Percentage number of answers that reported an improvement.
P3 = Percentage number of answers that reported no change.
P4 = Percentage number of answers that reported a deterioration.
P5 = Percentage number of answers that reported a substantial deterioration.

change over the period. The indices are based on multiple choice questions with 5 possible answers9.

Business Confidence Indices are:
n Business Confidence Index, for next year 
n Business Confidence Index, for the next 5 years 

The Business Confidence Index is a measure of the optimism stated by executives in our sample with 
respect to the evolution of their businesses for the next year (2018 and the next 5 years (2018 to 2022). 
These 2 indices have been part of the CEIBS China Business Survey since its inception 7years ago, which 
allows us to start recognizing emerging trends as well as current values.

The reading ranges from 0 to 10 (0 = Absolutely Not Confident, 3 = Not Confident, 5 = Neutral, 7 = 
Confident, 10 = Extremely Confident). The executives in our survey are asked to state their confidence level 
in the short term (next year) and in the medium term (next 5 years).
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Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

2.1. CuRRent PeRFoRMAnCe inDeX – CPi

2017 performance indices are the highest since the beginning of this measure in 2012, reflecting 
robust growth levels in revenue and profit of the sampled firms in 2017.

The CPI Index is calculated as a composite of two survey questions: Revenue and Profit Level. 
Each variable is attributed the same weighting. An index above 50 indicates performance 
improvement vs. the previous year. The further away from 50 the index is, the stronger the 
change over the period. Performance is based on both revenue and profit evolution in 2017.

2017 Current Performance Indices (CPIs) are higher than 50 for both sampled Chinese and 
foreign firms, reflecting better business results in 2017 than in 2016. Moreover, their indices 
for 2017 reflect the best business performance since the beginning of this measure, in 2012. 
Whereas 2016 showed a recovery in the performance of sampled firms to the levels of 2014 and 
before, 2017 has seen the sampled firms peak to an index of 77 for Chinese companies and 
70 for foreign companies (versus last year’s indices of 69 and 65 respectively). Chinese owned 
companies in our sample reflect better results than foreign ones.

 

Figure 12 - current perFormance inDeX

Given that the CPI integrates sales and profits results into one index, we can explore both 
business indicators separately to better understand the growth in 2017. 

Sales:
The following figures reflect the answers of our sample to the question “How do you expect your 
company’s sales in China compared to last year?” as asked in 2017 and 2016. We observe that 
79% of Chinese firms reported higher or substantially higher sales for 2017, vs. a lower 69% in 
2016. Within foreign firms, 69% of our sample reports sales growth in 2017 vs. 60% in 2016. 
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Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

Figure 14 - hoW Do you eXpect your company’s china saLes in 
2016 compareD to 2015?

Figure 13 - hoW Do you eXpect your company’s china saLes 
in 2017 compareD to 2016?

Profits:
In our overall sample, 77% of the companies declared being profitable or very profitable in 2017, 
while 10% incurred losses. The following chart reflects the profit situation of our sample in 2017, 
separating the results of Chinese and foreign firms. 

Figure 15 - hoW proFitaBLe Do you consiDer your china operation in 2017?

In terms of industry, Financials and Basic Materials sectors report the largest percentage of firms 
profitable or very profitable in 2017. 
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Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

Figure 16 - 2018 surVey: hoW proFitaBLe Do you consiDer your china operation in 
2017? proFitaBLe or Vey proFitaBLe - By inDustry
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2.2. eXPeCteD PeRFoRMAnCe inDeX – ePi

Growth expectation for 2018 for both Chinese and foreign firms surveyed, in levels similar to 
what was expected for 2017 in last year’s edition of the survey. 

A majority of the companies surveyed are optimistic for 2018. The Expected Performance Index 
(EPI) amounts to 76 (Chinese companies) and 73 (foreign companies), reflecting an expected 
growth for 2018 for both types of companies10. These EPI values are similar to those declared in 
last year’s survey although foreign firms sampled seem a bit more optimistic for their immediate 
future performance than last year’s sample (73 in 2017 vs. 69 in 2016). 

The EPI is calculated as a composite of 2 survey questions: Revenue and Profit Level expectations 
for 2018. Each variable is attributed the same weighting.

Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

  
When we look at planned investments in China for 2018, which are closely related to growth 
expectations, optimism is observed especially in foreign firms. This redresses the trend seen 
in the first four editions of the survey in foreign firms, and consolidates their tendency towards 
increasing investment started last year. Chinese firms show a slight contraction of their intention 
to increase investments in China compared to previous years (72% in 2016, 72% in 2017, 69% 
in 2018).

10 An index above 50 indicates expected growth in sales and profit, the further away from 50 the index is, the stronger the 
change over the period

Figure 17 - eXpecteD perFormance inDeX
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Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

Figure 19 - chinese Firms: What inVestments Do you pLan For 
the neXt year in china? 

Figure 18 - Foreign Firms: What inVestments Do you pLan 
For the neXt year in china?
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2.3. Business ConFiDenCe inDiCes – BCi

Confidence in the next year goes up for two consecutive survey editions, both Chinese and 
foreign firms sampled declare to be confident for success in the next year. Confidence in the 
next five years increases as well, with Chinese firms in the sample showing more optimism than 
foreign ones.

The annual survey provides two confidence indices based on the question, “How confident are 
you that your operations in China will be successful in the next year and in the next 5 years?” 
The scale is from 0 (no confidence at all) to 10 (maximum confidence).

The current issue reveals identical levels of business confidence for Chinese and foreign firms 
as both claim to be close to “confident” that their operations in China will be successful in 2018 
(confidence index of 6.9). Nevertheless, Chinese firms show slightly more enthusiasm for the 
next 5 years with an index of 7.2 vs. 6.8 for non-Chinese firms, a trend that appeared in last 
year’s survey. 

Confidence for the next year: When examining the eight-year trend we remark that in the first six 
years of the survey (2011-2016), the value of the one-year confidence moved down and reached 
its lowest level in 2016 at 6.2 for both Chinese and foreign companies. 2017 survey redressed 
this downward trend and started a recovering of confidence that has been consolidated and 
strengthened in this year’s survey.

Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

Figure 20 - hoW conFiDent are you that your operations in china WiLL Be 
successFuL in the neXt year? 
0=aBsoLuteLy not conFiDent, 3=not conFiDent, 5=neutraL, 7=conFiDent, 
10=eXtremeLy conFiDent

Confidence for the next five years: We notice that the five-year confidence of executives 
continues the recovery started two years ago, after a four-year downward trend in confidence 
recorded from 2012 to 2015 editions. This optimism is consistent with the improved business 
performance of sampled companies in 2017, as described in Section 2.1 of this report. Chinese 
firms surveyed express more optimism for the next five years than foreign ones (index of 7.2 vs. 
6.8).
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Section 2: BuSineSS inDiceS

Figure 21 - hoW conFiDent are you that your operations in china WiLL Be success-
FuL in the neXt 5 years? 
0=aBsoLuteLy not conFiDent, 3=not conFiDent, 5=neutraL, 7=conFiDent, 
10=eXtremeLy conFiDent

Analyzing by industry, we notice that companies in Technology & Telecommunications exhibit 
the highest confidence in the next year and the next five years (7.7 and 7.9 respectively).

Figure 22 - 2018 surVey: By inDustry - hoW conFiDent are you that your 
operations in china WiLL Be successFuL in the neXt year anD in the neXt 5 years? 
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section 3

CHALLENgES AND SuCCESS FACTORS

This section details the difficulties encountered in China by the firms in our sample and the keys to their 
success:
 
n External Challenges
n Internal Challenges
n Success Factors

The purpose of this section is to identify the main challenges faced in China by the companies surveyed, 
explore the relevant differences in the difficulties faced by Chinese companies compared to foreign 
companies, and learn how the companies in our survey deal with these challenges.
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Section 3: challengeS anD SucceSS factorS

Figure 23 - 2018 surVey: What are the greatest eXternaL chaLLenges Facing your 
company in china?

3.1. eXteRnAl ChAllenges  

The fierce competition in China’s business environment has become the most pressing external 
challenge for our sample of firms when compared to five years ago. Rising labor costs, economy 
slowdown in China and struggles with the government and legal environment remain in the Top 
4 of external challenges. 

We compare the evolution of the Top 4 External Challenges for both Chinese and foreign 
companies in the last five years. For both Chinese and foreign companies in our sample, “Fierce 
Competition” has become the number one concern surpassing “Rising labor costs”, which 
was the most pressing issue of Chinese firms five years ago. This phenomenon reflects the 
fundamental changes that the Chinese economy and business landscape have experimented 
over the past half-decade. 

Despite this change in the most pressing issue, the Top 4 External Challenges remain unchanged 
for both Chinese and foreign firms in the last 5 years: “Fierce competition”, “Rising labor costs” 
“Slowdown of Chinese economy” and “Government and legal environment”.

Chinese firms – top 4 external Challenges
 
 2018 survey    2014 survey
1  Fierce competition (71%)   Rising labor cost (66%)
2  Rising labor cost (65%)   Fierce competition (59%)
3  Economy slowdown in China (42%)  Economy slowdown in China (47%)
4  Government & Legal environment (41%) Government & Legal environment (36%)

Foreign firms – top 4 external Challenges

 2018 survey    2014 survey
1  Fierce competition (62%)   Fierce competition (59%)
2  Rising labor cost (57%)   Rising labor cost (61%)
3  Government & Legal environment (46%) Economy slowdown in China (45%)
4  Economy slowdown in China (35%)  Government & Legal environment (41%)
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Although the fierce competition is the most pressing issue for the majority of the surveyed 
companies, we observe some differences when comparing Chinese State-owned firms, Chinese 
private firms and foreign firms. In particular, “economy slowdown in China” seems to affect the 
SOEs more than the private companies in our sample. 

Figure 24 - By company type: What are the greatest eXternaL chaLLenges Facing 
your company in china?

Figure 25 - chinese Firms: 5 year eVoLution
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Section 3: challengeS anD SucceSS factorS

Figure 26 - Foreign Firms: 5 year eVoLution
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3.2. inteRnAl ChAllenges  

Three top internal challenges are shared by both Chinese and foreign owned firms and remain 
unchanged from previous years’ polls: Finding and retaining talent, innovation, and marketing 
capabilities. 

The Top 3 internal challenges of Chinese and foreign firms in our sample remain unchanged 
over the last five years: “Finding and retaining talent”, “Innovation Capability”, and “Marketing 
Capability”. However, both innovating and marketing capability appear to be more critical skills in 
the 2018 survey than they were in the 2014 one. This is consistent with the changes experienced 
by the Chinese economy. When the economy matures and competition heats up, it becomes 
more important to come up with innovative products and services and effective marketing tactics 
increase in importance.

The 4th challenge on the top list differs for both groups. “Corporate governance” is a concern 
relatively more prevalent in Chinese firms with 35% of the executives selecting it vs. a lower 
27% of those working for foreign companies. This effect is consistent with previous editions of 
this survey. On the other hand, for executives working for foreign-owned companies “Support 
from Head Office” is one of the top issues more frequently mentioned, cited by 30% of them 
(vs. a much lower 7% of Chinese firms). This is also consistent with previous polls and with the 
physical and cultural distance with their global headquarters.

Chinese firms – top 4 internal Challenges
 
 2018 survey    2014 survey
1  Finding and retaining talent (73%)  Finding and retaining talent (63%)
2  Innovation capability (56%)  Innovation capability (50%)
3  Marketing capability (42%)   Marketing capability (38%)
4  Corporate governance (35%)  Corporate governance (36%)

Foreign firms – top 4 internal Challenges

 2018 survey    2014 survey
1  Finding and retaining talent (68%)  Finding and retaining talent (67%)
2  Innovation capability (46%)  Innovation capability (31%)
3  Marketing capability (38%)   Marketing capability (29%)
4  Support from Head Office (30%)  Support from Head Office (29%)
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Figure 28 - By company type: What are the greatest internaL chaLLenges Facing 
your company in china? 

Another group-specific challenge is “Finance related difficulties” which worries 29% of the 
Chinese private firms vs. a much lower 12% of SOEs and 14% of foreign firms. Innovation 
capability is a top concern for 72% of the Chinese state-owned companies, contrasting with a 
lower 53% of Chinese private companies and 48% of WFOEs.

Figure 27 - 2018 surVey: What are the greatest internaL chaLLenges Facing your 
company in china?
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Figure 29 - eVoLution chinese Firms: 5 year eVoLution

Figure 30 - eVoLution Foreign Firms: 5 year eVoLution

Section 3: challengeS anD SucceSS factorS
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3.3. suCCess FACtoRs 

Product and service quality and the ability to control costs are key success factors in the current 
economy. Brand creation and product innovation follow closely.

Both executives from Chinese and foreign-owned companies in our sample believe that success 
in China is linked to product and service quality superiority. Chinese firms select cost control and 
operations efficiency in second position and the capacity to innovate in third position. Foreign 
companies give slightly more importance to brand awareness and creation, although it is followed 
closely by cost control. The fierce competition in the current economy forces companies in China 
to be careful with their operating expenses if they want to survive and be profitable. 

Soft factors such as company culture & values also make the Top 4 Success Factors in the 2018 
survey. “Employee selection and training”, although not in the Top 4 lists, stands out as a factor 
more frequently considered key to success by foreign companies than by Chinese companies, 
30% of foreign firms vs. 17% of Chinese firms.

Chinese firms – top 4 success Factors

 2018 survey    2014 survey
1  Quality of the products/services (47%) Quality of the products/services (51%)
2  Cost control, operations efficiency (38%) Quality of the management team (43%)
3  R&D and product innovation (36%)  Strong company culture & values (41%)
4  Strong company culture & values (36%) Brand and awareness (39%)

Foreign firms – top 4 success Factors

 2018 survey    2014 survey
1 Quality of the products/services (68%)  Quality of the products/services (64%)
2 Brand and awareness creation (39%)  Strong company culture & values (45%)
3 Cost control, operations efficiency (33%)  Cost control, operations efficiency (44%)
4 Strong company culture & values (31%)  Brand and awareness creation (42%)

Figure 31 - 2018 surVey: What are the most important Factors For your 
company’s success in china?
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Figure 33 - eVoLution chinese Firms: 5 year eVoLution

Section 3: challengeS anD SucceSS factorS

Figure 32 - By inDustry: What are the most important Factors For your 
company’s success in china? 

When analyzing success factors by type of industry, some differences are revealed: According 
to our sample of surveyed companies, cost control and operations efficiency is considered a 
success factor more often for companies operating in mature sectors like Energy and Basic 
Materials (57% and 55% of them, respectively). Brand awareness is relatively more critical for 
companies in Healthcare or Consumer markets (49% and 43% of them, respectively). Quality of 
the products and services, although a key concern for all companies, is mentioned more often 
by companies in Industrials, Technology & Telecom and Healthcare fields (66%, 65% and 62% 
of them).

Cost control, operations efficiency
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Figure 34 - eVoLution Foreign Firms: 5 year eVoLution
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section 4

FOCuS By AREA

This section gives an overview of the following topics:

n Human Resources
The chapter covers the top HR issues that companies in our sample face in China. It also gives a 
commentary on what the executives in our sample think are the most effective measures to retain 
employees.

n Sales and Marketing
This chapter describes the competitive landscape and includes an overview of the market segments 
where companies in our sample operate. It also details which are the most effective sales and 
marketing strategies for the companies in our sample.

n Research & Development 
This chapter presents a summary of our main learning on R&D trends from our sample of surveyed 
companies.

n Government and Legal Environment
This chapter discusses the perceived importance of establishing relationships with the Chinese 
government as well as polled executives’ outlook on corruption in their industries and in general. 
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Figure 35 - By LegaL status: the change in your company LaBor Force in 
2017 Vs. 2016 is:

4.1. huMAn ResouRCes 

Labor force increased in 2017 for 64% of the sample (vs. 55% in last year’s survey). Chinese 
private companies and firms in rapidly growing sectors (Technology & Telecom, Healthcare and 
Financials) lead the workforce expansion. Finding talent and rising labor costs are cited as the top 
HR issues for managing businesses in China. Developing a feeling of belonging to the company is 
cited most often as the key to retain employees by private companies, whereas SOE companies 
rely more often on offering a good career path to their employees.

4.1.1. Change in labor force, employee turnover and salary increase in 2017
In line with the overall positive business performance experienced by our sample of firms in 2017 
(see Section 2.1 of this report), a large proportion of the surveyed companies increased their 
labor force in 2017 and more so than in the previous year: 67% of Chinese SOE, 69% of Chinese 
private and 58% of foreign firms (vs. 62%, 59% and 46%, respectively in 2016). Chinese private 
companies experienced the largest levels of salary increase and employee turnover in 2017.

Analyzing the data by industry, we discover that it is Technology & Telecom, Healthcare, and 
Financials firms that have proportionally increased their labor force the most in 2017 with 78%, 
76% and 72% of them expanding in number of employees. Also in line with the economy 
transformation of China, we note that 71% of firms dealing with services increased labor force in 
2017 compared to a lower 55% of firms in the manufacturing side of their industries.
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Figure 37 - By sector: the change in your company LaBor 
Force in 2017 Vs. 2016 is:

Figure 36 - By inDustry: the change in your company LaBor 
Force in 2017 Vs. 2016 is:

4.1.2. top human Resources issues in China
Consistent with previous years, “Finding and hiring suitable talent”, “Rising labor costs” and 
“Generating commitment and loyalty” are the top HR concerns for surveyed Chinese and foreign 
companies. Foreign firms and Chinese private firms have more issues finding and retaining talent 
than SOEs (84% of foreign firms and 78% of Chinese private firms, vs. 72% of SOEs and declare 
issues in hiring suitable talent). The differences by industry are captured in the chart below.

Figure 39 - the totaL empLoyee turnoVer in 2017 compareD 
to 2016 is:

Figure 38 - the totaL saLary increase in 2017 compareD to 
2016 is:
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Figure 40 - By company type: Which are the maJor human resources issues 
Facing your company in china? 

Figure 41 - By inDustry: Which are the maJor human resources issues Facing your 
company in china?
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4.1.3. Most effective measures to retain employees
In terms of the most effective measures to retain employees, “Develop a feeling of belonging 
to the company” is cited as most effective measure by 58% of the total sample, followed by 
“Offering a good career path” (51% of the sample). Both sets of measures come before salary as 
“Pay above market” is cited by a lower 36% of sampled companies. However, when observing 
according to type of company, we note that “offering a good career path” is a strategy particularly 
relevant for SOEs, much more than for Chinese private firms or foreign firms. The differences 
in the relative weight of some of the strategies between types of firms are captured in the chart 
below. 

Figure 42 - totaL sampLe: What measures Do you FinD most eFFicient in retaining 
empLoyees? 

Figure 43 - By company type: What measures Do you FinD most eFFicient in 
retaining empLoyees?
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Figure 44 - hoW intense is the competition you are Facing in china?

seCtion 4: FoCus BY AReA

4.2. sAles AnD MARketing

4.2.1 Competition
90% of Chinese firms and 87% of foreign firms polled consider the competition in China to be 
intense or very intense, which is consistent with competition being the most pressing external 
challenge faced by our sample of companies (Section 3.1). 

A majority of respondents cited their main competitors to be Chinese private enterprises (74% 
of Chinese firms and 71% of foreign firms). Chinese-owned respondents cite state-owned 
enterprises as a distant second (41%). In contrast, foreign companies measure themselves also 
amongst each other, citing WFOE (54%) as their second major type of competitor. These results 
are consistent with previous surveys.

The top strengths of foreign firms according to their Chinese competitors are related to their 
capability to create brands, the superiority of their products and their technology. In contrast, 
foreign-owned firms consider that their main weaknesses vis-à-vis their Chinese competitors lay 
in Chinese firms’ superiority in “Cost advantages”, “Price”, and “Relationships with Government 
and other guanxi”. 

Figure 45 - Who are your main competitors in china? muLtipLe ansWers
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4.2.2. Market segments and mobility
Our sample of companies operates mainly in the premium and middle segments with 54% and 
43% of companies respectively, and only a small 3% in the low-end. The sample of foreign firms 
is more skewered towards high-end markets than the Chinese sample: 75% of foreign firms 
declare to operate in the premium market vs. 42% Chinese firms. In terms of segment mobility, 
we see that even if a majority of companies plan to grow future sales within their existing segment, 
there is still a significant amount of companies that plan to grow outside of their current segment. 
This trend is stronger for companies in the lowest segment of the market.

Figure 46 - By inDustry: hoW intense is the competition you are Facing in china?

Figure 48 - What are the competitiVe aDVantages oF your 
main chinese competitors in china? muLtipLe ansWers

Figure 47 - What are the competitiVe aDVantages oF your 
main Foreign competitors in china? muLtipLe ansWers
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Figure 50 - What are your pLans For the Future?Figure 49 - Which is your main market segment in china?

seCtion 4: FoCus BY AReA

4.2.3. Marketing, sales and Distribution strategies
Marketing & Sales spending: There is no significant difference in marketing and sales spending 
for Chinese owned and foreign-owned firms. However, more Chinese firms plan to increase 
their investments in the coming year. B2C firms in our sample allocate a higher portion of their 
budgets to marketing and sales activities than B2B firms. 

In terms of industry, Healthcare seems to be the largest investor with 53% of sampled firms 
spending above 10% of yearly revenues in marketing and sales, followed by firms in the 
Consumer goods and services sector (39% of them). Companies operating in the medium and 
low-end segments of the market tend to have larger marketing & sales spending than those in 
the premium sectors.

Sales strategies: B2B companies in our sample emphasize providing service and high quality 
above other factors. However, executives in B2C companies consider their distribution network 
and advertising campaigns most often as a key success factor for their sales. 

Marketing strategies: Most cited marketing expenditures for B2B companies in our sample are 
visits to clients or prospective clients, followed distantly by organizing seminars and attending 
conferences. In contrast, B2C firms favor mostly social media, internet marketing and traditional 
advertising.  

Distribution network: 17% of the total sample considers their distribution network in China to be 
bad or very bad, 47% consider it sufficient and 36% of them label it efficient or very efficient.
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Figure 52 - What are your pLans For neXt year?

Figure 54 - What are your pLans For neXt year?

Figure 51 - What % oF yearLy reVenues Do you spenD in 
marketing & saLes?

Figure 53 - By B2B/B2c: What % oF yearLy reVenues Do you 
spenD in marketing & saLes?
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Figure 55 - By inDustry: What % oF yearLy reVenues Do you spenD in marketing & 
saLes?

seCtion 4: FoCus BY AReA

Figure 56 - By market segment: What % oF yearLy reVenues Do you spenD in 
marketing & saLes?
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Figure 57 - By B2B / B2c: pLease choose the most important Factors on the 
success oF your saLes in china. muLtipLe ansWers possiBLe

Figure 58 - By B2B/B2c: Which marketing actiVities are most eFFectiVe For your 
main Business?
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Figure 59 - By market segment: Which marketing actiVities are most eFFectiVe For 
your main Business?

Figure 61 - By B2B/B2c: hoW Do you eVaLuate your company 
DistriBution netWork in china?

Figure 60 - hoW Do you eVaLuate your company DistriBution 
netWork in china?
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Figure 62 - By market segment: hoW Do you eVaLuate your 
company DistriBution netWork in china?

Figure 63 - By inDustry: hoW Do you eVaLuate your company 
DistriBution netWork in china?

Figure 64 - market LeaDers: Why are you in that position? n=165

Figure 65 - chinese / Foreign market LeaDers: Why are you in that position?
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4.3. ReseARCh & DeveloPMent

Chinese and foreign executives who participated in this year’s survey report high levels of 
innovation for their companies as 67% of them have introduced new products or services in 
2017. Introducing new management techniques has also been a popular improvement for our 
sample, especially for Chinese owned firms. 

Levels of R&D investment are similar for Chinese and foreign companies in our sample. However, 
more Chinese companies declare intention of their company to increase R&D spending in the 
next three years, 63% of them vs. a significantly lower 41% of foreign firms. Within Chinese 
companies, it is private firms that take the lead in intention to expand R&D investment. 

In terms of industry, we observe that Technology & Telecommunication have the highest 
percentage of “big R&D spenders” in our sample, with 74% of them, followed by Healthcare 
with 58% of them devoting more than 5% of their sales revenues to R&D. 

Figure 66 - What types oF innoVations haVe you introDuceD in 2017?
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Figure 68 - What are your r&D pLans For the neXt 3 years?Figure 67 - What is your annuaL eXpenDiture in r&D as a % 
oF reVenues?

Figure 69 - By company type: What is your annuaL eXpenDiture in r&D as a % oF 
reVenues?

Figure 70 - By company type: What are your pLans For the neXt 3 years?
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Figure 71 - By inDustry: haVe you introDuceD neW proDucts or serVices in 2017?

Figure 72 - Zoom By inDustry: annuaL r&D eXpenDiture aBoVe 5% oF saLes 
reVenues 

Figure 73 - Zoom By company type: annuaL r&D eXpenDiture aBoVe 5% oF saLes 
reVenues

seCtion 4: FoCus BY AReA
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Figure 74 - hoW important are the reLationships With the authorities?

Figure 75 - By inDustry hoW important are the reLationships With the 
authorities?

4.4. goveRnMent & legAl enviRonMent

4.4.1. government Relationships 
71% of the sampled executives view the relationship with the Chinese authorities as important 
or very important to their businesses, regardless of whether they work for a Chinese or foreign 
firm. However, it is Chinese state-owned firms that emphasize most the importance of this 
relationship, with 45% of them labeling it critical for business success. 

When analyzing by industry, we observe differences. Our polled sample would suggest that 
government relations may be more significant for companies operating in Financials, Energy 
or Healthcare, where 86%, 83% and 77% of their executives in our sample have labeled them 
important or critical.

seCtion 4: FoCus BY AReA
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4.4.2. Corruption
The Corruption Improvement Index is based on the multiple-choice question “In your view, how 
is corruption in your industry compared to last year?” and it is constructed in a way similar to 
the well-known Purchasing Managers’ Index (PMI). A reading of 50 means that corruption is 
unchanged; a number over 50 indicates an improvement while anything below 50 suggests a 
worsening of the situation compared to the previous year. The further away from 50 the index is, 
the stronger the improvement or worsening over the year.

After four years (from 2012 to 2015) observing the Corruption Improvement Index get better year 
after year, 2016 showed a slight deterioration and 2017 continues this downward trend, albeit 
modest. The index is still larger than 50, meaning that our sample perceives an improvement 
in the corruption situation in 2017 vs. 2016. However, its value is smaller than what it was in 
previous years.

An interesting phenomenon that we have been observing in all editions of this survey is that 
respondents perceive corruption in China as being less acute when asked about one’s own 
industry than when asked about the country in general. When we ask our sample about 
general corruption in China, a majority (56% of respondents) view corruption in China to be 
a problem (moderate to serious). However, when asked about corruption in their industry, the 
number of respondents seeing it as a problem drops to 29%. This phenomenon is observed 
with respondents from all types of companies (Chinese private-owned firms, WFOEs and Joint 
Ventures), and across industries. 

Different industries seem to perceive different levels of corruption. The charts below provide 
details on these perspectives.

 
Figure 76 - corruption improVement inDeX By company type (in your VieW, hoW is 
corruption in your inDustry compareD to Last year?)
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Figure 77 - in your VieW, hoW serious is corruption in china, in generaL, anD in 
your inDustry? n=626

Figure 78 - By company type: in your VieW, hoW serious is 
corruption in your inDustry?

Figure 79 - By inDustry: in your VieW, hoW serious is 
corruption in your inDustry?






